Navigate your company to success.
Planning, analysis and reporting
Integrated financial planning

Corporate Planner is a module of the Corporate Planning Suite.
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CORPORATE PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT MADE SIMPLE

Navigate your company to success with
Corporate Planner.

In corporate performance management, you are the key
navigator in your company. You see to it that the figures are
transparent, present the information in the form required by
the respective recipients, and make sure that your company
remains on track for achieving its long-term goals.
Corporate Planner assists you in your daily responsibilities.
As the on-board computer, the software provides you with a
clear record of your company's progress so far. The underlying
causes of earlier drifts and deviations from course can be easily
analysed and displayed.
However, Corporate Planner is just as much a forward-looking
navigation instrument. It has a great many ways of assisting
you in the actions you take to equip your company and direct it
towards economic success.
Take the initiative to steer your company towards a secure
future.

Service
Quality
Future

Distinction

Seal of Approval

EBS Certification

Top-Innovator 2013

"Software Made in Germany"

with top marks
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THE TREE STRUCTURE – OUR TRADEMARK

Business Logic Tree –
Intuitive and unique.

Corporate Planner is a flexible software program for corporate performance management
which will easily adapt to suit the particular interests of a given company. It is known for its
characteristic tree structure which clearly illustrates all the various interrelationships and thus
provides the user with maximum transparency. Moving around in the tree structure instantly
adjusts the business figures in the pane below.
All kinds of structure can be generated automatically:
P&L structures, balance sheets, contribution margin
analyses
Profit centres, subsidiaries, etc.
Cost centres, cost types, cost units
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Distribution structures in terms of product group, region,
distribution channel etc.
Personnel planning structures
and many others

A DISTINCT ADVANTAGE

"The clear tree structure is very helpful for getting at the information I need quickly. The clear display
and the analysis of the business figures have led to greater transparency within the company."
Michael Imhof, Management Accounting, Purchasing and Energy Management
Helmut Knaus KG, Ochsenfurt

Why Corporate Planner is always a worthwhile investment.
Simple

Proven

Intuitive user interface

Used at more than 4,000

design

companies

Easy to model

Certified and given the seal

Quick to implement

of approval
With over 25 years
of practical 		
experience inside

Flexible

Business know-how

For all areas of corporate

Sound business

performance management

administration know-how

Adapts to suit your

with over 300 specialist

company

functions

Grows with your 		

Designed by highly skilled

requirements

developers together with

Suitable for all industry

business administration

sectors

experts

Other advantages
High level of transparency for your company
For companies of all sizes and sectors
Dynamic connection to every pre-system
Professional reporting system to impress banks and
external investors
Modular and scalable
Implements the latest in software technology
Great value for money
Added enjoyment through simpler processes and 		
quick results

Always a reliable partner
Over 25 years of experience, competence and
continuity
Officially endorsed as a "Top-Innovator 2013"
Owner-managed and strategically independent
Consistently aligned to the requirements of the
customers
Excellent support
Effective implementation guidance and supervision
Professional consulting service
Wide range of training courses offered in
different levels
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INTEGRATED PLANNING, ANALYSIS AND REPORTING
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Planning –
Manage budgets effectively.
In many companies, the planning process is lengthly and unloved. With Corporate Planner,
planning is made systematic, quick and transparent for all concerned. The software provides
the necessary functions to accompany and support this complex process for any component of
a plan, for any sector of industry and for any size of company. All kinds of scenarios, alternative
plans and forecast calculations can be produced effortlessly.

Support planning processes with eﬃcency
Rolling multi-year planning
Any number of user-defined planning data streams (e.g. current
budget, alternative plans, forecast etc.) simultaneously accessible
Top-down/bottom-up planning tools
Automatic forecasting
Individual planning masks
Parameter settings for monitoring variance
Trend analysis using a variety of mathematical
methods
Planning comments
Credit and invesment planning
Simulations
and much more
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INTEGRATED PLANNING, ANALYSIS AND REPORTING

"For me, Corporate Planner is the perfect solution for planning, analysis and reporting. I have not
seen anything even remotely similar until now."
Angela Rux, CEO
Globetrotter Ausrüstung GmbH, Hamburg

In planning, it is important to be able to make
bottom-up plans in detail as well as quick topdown plans from higher hierarchy levels. Both
of these methods are available in Corporate
Planner and can be used in combination.

Corporate performance
management: interaction between
planning, analysis and reporting;
Corporate Planner brings together
these three aspects in a single
software system

Transparency in the planning
process
The "CP-Workflow" in conjunction with
Corporate Planner advanced and enterprise depicts the planning process from
start to finish and provides a clearly
structured and individual overview of
all the planning steps. Each of the tasks
and causal relationships are displayed in
a transparent and traceable manner as
a Gantt chart and a hierarchical table.
A multi-user concept and automatic
messages clearly indicate the responsibilities as well as the progress.
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INTEGRATED PLANNING, ANALYSIS AND REPORTING

Analyses –
Make robust decisions.

Analysis tools which are ready for use in any area, time span and level of detail give you the
assistance you need for efficient decision-making. All analyses remain dynamic and can be
altered and extended as desired.

Management analyses at the touch of a button
Target / actual comparisons

Key ratio analyses and tables, standard predefined key

Variance analyses with a built-in traffic light indicator

ratio models like Return on Investment, with built-in

function and drill-down methods for tracing the origin

traffic light indicators

of variances

Timeline analyses visualised with sparklines

Forecasting

Portfolio analyses

Break-even analyses

Multidimensional analyses

Pareto analyses

Facilities for defining individual analyses

Dynamic business charts

and much more

(line graphs, bar charts, pie charts, area graphs etc.)
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INTEGRATED PLANNING, ANALYSIS AND REPORTING

Reporting –
Present information perfectly.

For presentations of planned and actual results, variances and analyses over any time spans,
Corporate Planner has a flexible, dynamic and self-adjusting reporting system. With recipientoriented reporting, each line manager, head of department and chief executive can receive
their intended information at precisely the required time.

Detailed reports and a quick response to diverse requirements
numerous report templates for immediate use

cell comment reports

table report function for creating individual table

favourites system for personalised reporting

views

variances highlighted in traffic-light colours

table report displayed in combination with a

Controlling Report for combining tables, reports,

corresponding interactive chart

charts and text as desired

easy drag & drop operation

export to Microsoft Excel*, Microsoft Word*, PDF, HTML

no layout restrictions, incorporate all colours and
fonts and any company logo
recipients easily designated by using report groups

* Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Word are registered
trademarks of the Microsoft Corporation.
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INTEGRATED FINANCIAL PLANNING

CP-Finance.
An integrated financial plan which is coordinated with the overall planning of the enterprise
constitutes a major challenge for any company. The continued existence of the company must
be secured - and that is ultimately decided by its solvency. Many different factors influence
the process of planning the P&L, balance sheet and cash flows, and these must be properly
implemented in business management terms. CP-Finance provides a solution which is
integrated, well thought out and easy to handle.

A clear financial planning process
Integrated financial planning in CP-Finance follows
a logical sequence which is depicted by the financial
planning process diagram. This guides the user in easy
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steps with each sub-step clearly listed. When one step
has been completed, the user is taken on to the next until
all the required specifications are in place.

INTEGRATED FINANCIAL PLANNING

"CP-Finance provides simple solutions for the demands of my day-to-day work in corporate performance management – so simple that even those less experienced users among us are able to maintain the system."
Stephan Gandelheidt, Operations Management
BeNEX GmbH, Hamburg

Example of a planning table showing a monthly plan on partner level

Quick start

Predefined planning logic

As well as the easy and flexible input of master data for
companies and groups, the structure can be built very
quickly on the basis of local GAAP and IFRS classification
templates.

The integrated financial plan is controlled by intelligent
logic blocks which make for reliable and efficient work.
These logic blocks record the planned business transactions and automatically generate a budgeted balance
sheet, a P&L plan and a cash flow plan.

There are convenient import facilities and direct integrations to many pre-systems for the transfer of values from
the financial accounting system. The custom-built group
structure is flexible in allowing companies to be depicted
in any number of groups and subgroups.

In a logic block, both the business logic and the interrelationships within the planning sections are taken into
account. Logic blocks can take on their plan values by
various methods, and they make it possible to control
the flow of the plan values with due regard to parameters and payment targets.
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INTEGRATED FINANCIAL PLANNING

Flexible structural units

Analyses and reporting

Cost centre, cost unit or branch structures can be built flexibly. Here too, by generating different views, quick information about the units to be planned can be obtained and
evaluated.

In the integrated financial plan, you of course have the
extensive analysis and reporting functions from Corporate Planner at your disposal. Key ratios, once defined,
can easily be applied to other companies. Make use
of ad-hoc reports as well as standard reports. Make
comparisons of the target and actual values to decide
which specific measures should be implemented. All
reports which have been set up can always be used again
for other companies.

Navigating in two tree
structures: the additional
organisational structure
in CP-Finance makes for
intuitive handling – from
the group through to the
cost centre.

Inter-company planning

Flexible group structures

Simply by supplementing the existing planning logic with
partner information, inter-company relationships between
the participating companies can be planned and depicted.

The group structure is flexible in allowing the companies
to be depicted in any number of groups and subgroups.
Generating different views is of great importance, particularly when it comes to simulations and analyses like
for the purchase or the sale of companies.

Various summaries provide clarity in the process of reconciling the individual transactions with the partner. By selecting a higher aggregation level, for instance, a group or
subgroup, all the company pairings contained in it will be
displayed and can be quickly and easily reconciled.
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Several parallel classifications (local GAAP alongside
IFRS, for instance) are possible. A major advantage is the
merging of the various company charts of accounts onto
a group chart of accounts so that the companies can be
aggregated very easily on the basis of the defined group
structure.

INTEGRATED FINANCIAL PLANNING

Integration to consolidation
CP-Finance enables the integration of operational planning approaches, while at the same time making all the
data available for a group's management and statutory
consolidation in the CP-Cons module of the CP-Suite.
The plan is based on the actual consolidated financial
statement, so a logical and continuous flow of values is
ensured at all times.
With the synchronisation between integrated financial
planning and consolidation, a unique connection is
created from which you will benefit every day:
Classifications
Companies, groups
Charts of accounts
Accounts
Account groups, switching accounts
Statement items
Data streams
Partners
Segments
Assignment of accounts to account groups
Assignment of accounts to statement items
Switching account assignment
Chart of accounts mapping of company accounts and
account groups to the group accounts
Values of account balances, partner balances and
segment balances

CP-Finance at a glance
Transparent financial planning process for the
complete picture
Automated data transfer from pre-systems
Parallel use of different accounting standards,
e.g. IAS/IFRS and US-GAAP
Predefined logic blocks for calculating the
cash flow from the P&L and the balance sheet
Integrated business logic for all kinds of
planning specifications
Planning in terms of any structural units such as
cost centres, cost units or profit centres
Different currencies and currency translations
included
Integrated investment and credit management
Easy simulation of alternative business scenarios
Numerous reporting and analysis possibilities
Depiction of different clients, companies or group
structures
Inter-company planning with
partner information
Consistent flow of values between operations
planning, integrated financial planning, and
management and statutory consolidation

Consistent data flow –
in all areas of the plan

Operational
Management

Integrated
Financial Planning

Consolidation

Sales planning
Cost planning
Personnel planning
and much more
Balance sheet
P&L
Cash flow

Management and
statutory consolidation
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OPEN TO DIVERSE PRE-SYSTEMS

Perfect Connections.
We have equipped our software with versatile tools for connecting back-office systems. Whether
by the direct relational database link, via Microsoft Excel or using various text file formats,
the transformation and loading of structures and data from all common pre-systems is a
user-friendly and intuitive procedure.

Integrations – the perfect connection to
diverse pre-systems
Together with reputable partner companies, we are
constantly developing standard integrations which make
the structures and data from financials, cost accounting
and open items available and ready for use in planning,
consolidation and reporting. They also provide a drilldown to voucher level and some also have a facility
for writing the plan values back to the pre-system. The
product status of the standard integrations means that
our customers can be assured that these will be maintained and enhanced, even as the pre-system versions
change.
Is your pre-system missing from the list below? Please
ask us about it, as we can connect any system.

A selection of our Integrations
Aareon GES
Aareon Wodis Sigma
Abacus
ABAS
Adata
B&P
BMD
CGM
CSS eGECKO
Diamant
Exact
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FibuNet
HS Software (IBM)
HUP (Gypsilon)
Infor M3 (Lawson Movex)
Mesonic WINLine
Micos konzept
Microsoft Dynamics AX
Microsoft Dynamics NAV
My Factory
Nemetschek BAU financials
ProAlpha

Rs2 (Ramsauer & Stürmer)
RZL
Sage Classic Line, ERP
Sage Office Line
SAP business One
SAP R3 / ERP (certified)
Syska
Varial Guide (Infor Finance)
Varial World Edition
And many others...

CORPORATE PLANNER CLIENTS

Extendable in many directions.

Multi-user Excel

Real-time dashboards

Those who have been using Microsoft Excel for years
need not give up this familiar working environment.
With CP-Excel, you can carry on analysing and reporting
in the spreadsheet application. CP-Excel combines the
advantages of Corporate Planner, the central solution
for corporate performance management, with the wellknown flexibility of the Excel user interface. On the basis
of Corporate Planner's central data storage, processing logic and access permissions, CP-Excel makes the
complete function range of Excel available in a multiuser environment.

Our dashboard solution CP-Cockpit is traditionally
used for keeping company management supplied with
the latest key figures in condensed form. All data are
displayed in real time and can be looked at more closely
by drill-down. CP-Cockpit also provides the means of
forwarding summarised information to a larger group of
users within the company as a basis for making decisions.

Mobile BI
You can access the data in Corporate Planner on a mobile
device at any time and analyse on the move. By using
practical analysis templates, the data from planning and
reporting can be delivered in a format which assists you
in quick and efficient decision-making even when you're
away from the office.

Cash flows in focus

Web client
Our web client is the ideal tool for involving peripheral
units in the planning and reporting process. Entering
the relevant information is made easy with clearly structured input masks and efficient planning tools.

Analysis of mass data
Analysing mass data in QlikView, the multidimensional
analysis tool, helps you to understand your business
data in completely new ways. The seamless integration
of the plan values through a standard interface enables
an ideal combination of planning and detailed companywide analysis

To supplement medium-term balance sheet and cash
flow planning from the single entity to the group,
operational liquidity management can be set up in the
CP-Cash module.
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COMPREHENSIVE ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT

The Corporate Planning Suite.
Corporate Planner is a module of the CP-Suite. In the CP-Suite you will find all the Corporate
Planning software modules in one place. The consistent user interface design and the familiar
"look & feel" of the CP-Suite make your day-to-day work in corporate performance management
easy, quick and effective.

The Corporate Planning Suite forms the technological
framework for comprehensive enterprise management
and the technical platform for planning, reporting
and analysis in operational management, integrated
financial planning, consolidation, risk management and
strategic planning. The CP-Suite is an extremely safe
investment.
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Companies are able to respond flexibly to all aspects
of corporate performance management according to
their own respective requirements. Inconsistencies,
redundant data storage and the inconvenience of
performing the same tasks repeatedly are a thing
of the past. Continuous development has now been
demonstrated for over 25 years.

COMPREHENSIVE ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT

Some call it corporate performance management or management by results,
some call it business planning, analysis and reporting or management accounting.
We bring it all together in the CP-Suite.

Modular design for flexible use
From a large number of ready-to-use modules, the
user quite simply puts together a complete solution
for the tasks in hand.
The software thus always provides what is currently
needed. It has all the functions which are useful but
none which are not. One complete solution – for
companies of all sizes and every industry sector. If
ever the given requirements increase or change, the
Corporate Planning solution will simply grow to fit.

In-memory computing
The Corporate Planning Suite is based on sequential
in-memory technology. Through the efficient use of
this technology combined with benefits of a backend relational database model, maximum processing speed can be achieved for planning, analysis
and reporting applications without having to accept
restrictions in multi-user operation.

All modules united in the CP-Suite
Corporate Planner

Integrated planning, analysis,
reporting

CP-Air

Decentralised planning, analysis
and reporting on the web

CP-Cockpit

Individual real-time dashboards

CP-Excel

Integration of Corporate Planner
and Microsoft Excel

CP-Finance

Integrated financial planning

CP-Cash

Short-term liquidity management

CP-Cons

Management and statutory
consolidation according to local
GAAP and IAS/IFRS

CP-Risk

Risk management

CP-Strategy

Strategic planning

CP-BSC

Enterprise management with
vision and strategy by objectives,
measurements and actions
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SERVICE AND CUSTOMER CARE

Excellently looked after right from the start.
Whether you are installing the software or working in the application, our experienced staff
in the Support Team are here to respond promptly and efficiently to all your enquiries –
over the phone or online. We are represented by our own Competence Centres and qualified
partner companies throughout Germany and around the world. Through this network, we can
guarantee specialist industry knowledge, wide-ranging business administration know-how,
IT expertise, comprehensive product knowledge and local support. From the initial contact to
the full consultancy on your premises, you can expect to receive the optimum level of support.

Training and education

Consultancy and support

Continuous development

To get you off to a flying start and to

You are able to implement the CP-Suite

We guarantee the continuous

enhance your skills, there are a large

in your company unassisted. However,

development and maintenance of all the

number of training courses in our

we will of course provide you with full

CP-Suite modules. You will be routinely

extensive programme. Many of these

consultancy and support on request.

informed about new product versions

courses are offered in several levels and

From guidance during the roll-out

and technical innovations as part of

can be held in Hamburg, at one of our

of the CP-Suite or on specific topics

our Customer Support and also in our

Competence Centres, on your company

like integrated financial planning and

Customer Portal.

premises or online.

consolidation through to consultancy
regarding more general corporate
performance management questions,
you can count on us.
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ABOUT CORPORATE PLANNING

We are looking forward to meeting you.
CP Corporate Planning AG from Hamburg has been setting standards for software for
enterprise management in the medium-sized business sector with proven and innovative
solutions for more than 25 years. True to its motto: "corporate performance management
can be so easy!" Corporate Planning develops simple and flexible solutions with built-in
business administration know-how for operational management, financial planning and
consolidation as well as strategic planning.

Today, Corporate Planning is one of the leading corporate performance management software vendors in
Europe and offers, in the Corporate Planning Suite,
versatile planning, reporting and analysis methods on
an integrated technological platform with a uniform
"look & feel". More than 4,000 SMEs of various sizes and
different industry sectors rely on our software solutions.

We will be happy to assist and advise you if you would
like to see the CP-Software in action, to speak to a
contact person in your area or to have a word with a
reference customer in your sector of industry. See
for yourself how quick, easy and effective corporate
performance management can be with the right
software.
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CP Corporate Planning AG
Grosse Elbstrasse 27
22767 Hamburg, Germany
Tel. +49 40 431333-0
Fax +49 40 431333-33

Software, developing with the changing tides.

info@corporate-planning.com
www.corporate-planning.com

